Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match by Brown (Sp)
The Ocean Calls: a Haenyeo Mermaid Story by Cho
Quinito’s Neighborhood = El vecindario de Quinito by Cumpiano (Sp)
Last Stop on Market Street by De La Peña
Chocolate Me! by Diggs
I Love Saturdays y Domingos by Flor
My colors, My World = Mis colores, mi Mundo by Gonzalez (Sp)
Be Boy Buzz by Hooks
Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns by Khan
Fortune Cookie Fortunes by Lin
We are Water Protectors by Lindstrom
Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story by Maillard
Mango, Abuela and Me by Medina
Almost to Freedom by Nelson
When We Were Alone by Robertson
Grandfather’s Journey by Say
My Heart Fills with Happiness by Smith
We are Grateful: Otsaliheliga by Sorell
Too Many Tamales by Soto
What Can You Do With a Rebozo by Tafolla
I Love My Hair! by Tarpley
Red is a Dragon by Thong
Apple Pie 4th of July by Wong
The Other Side by Woodson
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